World Bank reduces support tickets and
increases workflow productivity with MyGuide

Case at a Glance
>12,000 employees in more than
130 locations worldwide.
Business Problem
Implementation of a new HR
system, Cornerstone OnDemand,
strained internal resources with
new workflows
Solution
MyGuide in-app guides deployed
to guide, show, and analyze
application adoption,
engagement, and productivity
Benefits Summary
40% reduction in support tickets
generated
30% increase in workflow
productivity

Established in 1944, the World Bank Group is headquartered
in Washington, D.C. With 189 member countries, staff from
more than 170 countries, and offices in over 130 locations, the
World Bank Group is a unique global partnership: five
institutions working for sustainable solutions that reduce
poverty and build shared prosperity in developing countries. It
is one of the world’s largest sources of funding and knowledge
for those countries

Powerful System, Poor Adoption and Understanding

The World Bank group launched an enterprise-wide HR
system utilizing Cornerstone OnDemand. Post-launch they
discovered many workflows were contributing to support
tickets. Additionally, significant training and time was required
to bring users up to proficiency on the system.
For example, to create a requisition request for a new hire
took on average 2 hours to complete and was regularly
rejected due to missing information. After further analysis, it
was discovered that over 70 of the required inputs were
misunderstood by the team.
The World Bank Group sought an innovative digital adoption
platform to accelerate time to proficiency, reduce training
costs, and lower the burden on their IT service and support
team. They desired a solution that included robust
onboarding, simplified implementation, and excellent
ongoing customer support.

10,000

Guides played in the
first three months

Analyzing behavior from

15,000+
users

The World Bank Group turns to MyGuide

After extensive review, the World Bank Group selected
MyGuide by Edcast as their in-app training and onboarding
partner.
Through an intuitive and easy to use guide creation tool the
team began to create push notifications, in-app walkthroughs,
and tooltips. Additionally, they took advantage of a
customized extension specifically for user-onboarding. The
guides are deployed and generated based on logged in users
and targeted to specific roles and geography.
After successful deployment on Cornerstone OnDemand, the
World Bank Group expanded the use of MyGuide across all
enterprise applications within the organization.

"With no lengthy MyGuide Replaces formal training and reduces cost
upfront training, In the first three months after launch, over 10,000 guides were
played by users. 54% of those guides were completed from
employees are now start to finish. The team has used insights from user behavior,
more capable and guide surveys, and application monitoring to enhance and
productive workers at optimize various workflows.
a much earlier stage Through the use of MyGuide, the World Bank Group reports a
in their onboarding. 40% reduction in support tickets. This enables their IT &
teams to spend more time on high-value tasks while
Our leadership team support
reinvesting headcount savings into new innovations and
is very happy that we projects.
now have a solution
World Bank Group has also seen a 30% increase in
that can replace The
workflow productivity. Employees are spending less time hung
formal training up on workflow and more time focused on the value-add tasks
methods and bring that help them serve their mission of reducing poverty,
increasing shared prosperity, and promoting sustainable
the type of development.
productivity that has
been sought for so
About MyGuide
long" MyGuide is a digital adoption and automation platform which unlocks human
- April Caldwell, IT Learning
Officer, World Bank Group

capital to focus on productivity, innovation, and high value tasks. MyGuide is
used by organizations like Abbvie, TD Ameritrade, RelX, Westpac, Wyndham,
and many more on any application including Salesforce.com, Workday,
ServiceNow, Oracle, SAP.
Learn more about MyGuide by
visiting us at www.myguide.org.

